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relevant and more interesting.
should we look at assumed 'outsiders', which may unveil hidden social
immersion in a field site floods researchers with unforeseen information that
value chains, companies or corporate forms.
We may therefore want to ask ourselves a series of questions regarding the
relations and structures of the global economy. Moreover, we often present our
views as an alternative to that of neoclassical economists, who tend to arrive at
without general statements we could not develop theory or even communicate
moral objections to equality, such as expressed in the virtue of hard work. In
I am now particularly interested in is
equality simultaneously exist. What I am now particularly interested in is
hubris, "unearned" wealth, and many other qualities associated with unequal
real and mythical figures like Scrooge McDuck, Martin Luther, Jean-Jacques
It starts from asking whether all kinds of religious principles, popular tales, and
Piketty, Rousseau, Scrooge McDuck, and the Devil May Have in Common
organised by the University of Cologne. In our essay
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Recently, we won the essay prize competition “What is the Future of Inequality
Lisbon and to discuss them with the Network members.
The new board is expected to present their plans at the Network meeting in
2020 to July 2022.*
Convenors' Tasks:
Candidates must be paid-up EASA members (of any category).
complete the board and to co-convene the Network in the period from July
for four years. Since this is the time limit according to
Dimitra Kofti, Detelina Tocheva and Martin Fotta have been network convenors
AoE Network Newsletter 2020/1 was set by Ognjen Kojanić.
Further information on the AoE
on the Network EASA subpage (at least every two years)
To regularly update
submitting the application to EASA
To facilitate activities in years between EASA conferences. Conveners
three times a year.
To send information about the Network for the EASA Newsletter
To update network webpage within the EASA website
To send an annual report giving information on network activities to the
Networks Liaison Officer for the EASA newsletter and website
To select one event for possible EASA funding and are responsible for
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